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Abstract 

This  paper  analyses  reply  relations  in computer-mediated  communication  (CMC),  which occur  between  post  units  in CMC 
interactions and which describe references between posts. We take a look at existing practices in the description and annotation of 
such relations in chat, wiki talk, and blog corpora. We distinguish technical reply structures, indentation structures, and interpretative 
reply  relations, which  include  reply  relations  induced  by  linguistic  markers.  We  sort  out  the  different  levels  of  description  and 
annotation that are involved and propose a solution for their combined representation within the TEI annotation framework. 
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we examine the nature of various types of 
“reply”,  “addressing”,  or  “reference”  relations  that  exist 
between post units in computer-mediated communication 
(CMC)  and  which  describe  a  reference  from  one  given 
post to a previous post. We classify three types of reply 
relations  in  CMC  interactions: technical  replies, 
indentations, and interpretative reply relations. Our goal 
is  to  sort  out  the  different  levels  of  description  and 
annotation  that  are  involved,  and  to  propose  a  solution 
for  their combined  representation  within  the  TEI 
annotation framework. 
The paper is structured as follows: The following section 
gives  an  overview  of  the  reply  relations as  well  as the 
existing  practices  in  the  description  and  annotation  of 
such  relations  in  chat,  wiki  talk,  and  blog  corpora.  In 
Section  3  we  describe default  and  overriding  reply 
relations.  Section 4  presents  our  proposal  for  a CMC 
annotation  scheme, which  provides  strategies  for 
annotating the reply  relations.  In  Section  5  we  discuss 
perspectives for future work.  

2. Reply Relations in written CMC

a.Technical reply
The  most  obvious  and  unambiguous  type  of  reply 
relation can be observed in CMC genres where the client 
software, which is  used  to  send  a  message  (post)  to  the 
CMC platform, offers the possibility to reply directly to a 
previous post by clicking a button that is associated with 
the post and labelled 'reply'.  
It can be activated to start the process of composing and 
eventually  sending  the  reply,  and  it  represents  the 
standard  reply  action  available  in  CMC  genres  such  as 
email,  Usenet  news,  Youtube,  or  blog  comments. 
Generally,  the  reply  relation  (which  message replies  to 
which)  will  also  be  documented  in  the  message 

metadata, for  example the  “References”  field  in  the 
NNTP  header  (Schröck  & Lüngen, 2015).  We  dub  this 
type  of  reply  relation  a technical  reply.  Technical  reply 
relations frequently form reply 'chains', and since several 
replies can be directed to the same previous message, the 
characteristic thread structures of such interactions arise. 
A  post  that  is  sent  to  the  server  without  invoking  a 
technical  reply  simply  starts  a  new  thread.  CMC  clients 
frequently display  threads  as  indented  list  structures 
based  on  the  reply  (“references”)  information  in  the 
message  protocol, (e.g. in  the  email  client  Thunderbird 
or  in  web  browsers) via  an HTML  representation  using 
nested lists or divisions (Fig. 1). 

b.Indentation
A  second  type  of  reply  relations  is  represented  by  the 
indentation structures found on wiki talk pages. Talk (or 
discussion) pages serve as a platform where wiki authors 
coordinate  their  work  and  share  ideas  about  edits  and 
improvements  to  the  associated  wiki  article.  From  a 
technical  point  of  view,  talk  pages  are  ordinary  wiki 
pages,  just  like  the  articles.  Traditional  wiki  software 
does  not  offer  message  or  comment  posting  using  a 
technical  reply  action  as  sketched  under  a.,  but  instead, 
users  are instructed  to  insert  their  contributions  in  the 
existing  talk  page  and  to  indent  and  sign  them  properly 
using the wiki markup language.1 
The  sending  action  then  always  involves  the  sending  of 
the  whole,  updated  wiki  page  to  the  server.  Clearly,  the 
indentation  policy  serves  to  imitate  a  threaded  reply 
structure  as  known  from  the  layout  of  CMC  with 
technical  reply,  and  as  a  result,  the  collaborative 
dialogues look like discussion threads on the web page. 
With  respect  to  reply  relations,  a talk contribution 
(likewise called a 'post') is by default assumed to indicate 
a reply  to  the  post  that  is  one  level  higher  in the 
indentation  hierarchy  (Laniado  et  al.,  2011;  Margaretha 

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Talk_pages#Indentation. 

Figure 1: Display of technical reply relations in an email. 
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&  Lüngen,  2014; Poudat  et  al., 2014, Ho-Dac  et  al., 
2016). 

c.Linguistic markers of address
Besides  technical  replies  and  indentations,  we  observe 
that  relations  between  posts  in  CMC, which researchers 
have  identified  as  referencing  or  replying  (e.g.  Holmer, 
2008), can  also  be  signalled  by  other  structural  or 
linguistics  means.  A  good  example  of CMC  with  such 
alternative  signalling  is  chat,  since  neither  in  the 
composition of chat messages nor in the display of a chat 
log are technical replies or indentation structures applied. 
Hence, in chat, other indicators of the users’ replying or 
addressing intentions are used, such as:  

• a  user  name  in  combination  with  the  address
marker ‘@’ as in @James (default reading: this
post is a reply to the most recent post by James)

• a  name  in  combination  with  a  greeting  (Hi
Harry, Hello Laura)

• simply a name (Laura)
• citation: explicitly quoting a piece of a previous
post  (common  in  forum  or  email
communication,  often  supported  by  the
respective client software) (Schröck & Lüngen,
2015; Grumt Suárez et al., 2016)

• Q-A  structures:  giving  an  answer  to  a  question
raised in a previous post.

Refe- 
rence 

Order 
# 

User Message 

27 Maira test farbe gewechselt 
test colour changed 

28 Mausi akela:  ihr  franken  seid  ja  eh  so  ein 
völkchen *grins* nicht bös gemein, 
mein freund ist ja auch einer 
akela:  you  Franconians  are  a  race 
apart  *smile* mean  no  harm,  my 
boyfriend is one as well 

29 Clara @mausi *gg* 
@mausi *gg* 

27 30 akela so schön bunt hier 
so colourful here 

28 31 akela looool  @mausi mein  mann  ist 
niederbayer  es  ist  immer  wieder  zu 
schön 
looool  @mausi my  husband  is 
Lower  Bavarian  it's  too  good 
always  

30 32 Philina ich versuch es mal in rot 
I'm trying red 

31 33 Clara das  wird  ja  richtig  multikulturell... 
badner, franken, bayern.. 
this  is  becoming really 
multicultural...  people  from  Baden, 
Franconia, Bavaria.. 

Example 1: Excerpt of the chat 
2223001_Nagetier-Chat_18-03-20032. 

2 Chat  names  have been  pseudonymised.  All  examples  are  in 
German. For understanding purposes, an English translation is 
added in italics. 

In Example 1, the column Reference displays the number 
of the referred post, i.e. post (30) refers to post (27). The 
column Order # describes the position of the post within 
the  thread.  This  example  of  the  Dortmund  Chat  Corpus 
shows  an  unmoderated leisure chat  with  several  users. 
The  participants  use  different  markers  to  signal  reply 
relations,  for  example  the address  marker  @,  as  in (29) 
and (30) or stating the username they are referring to at 
the beginning of their post, as in (28). 
There are more potential indicators, but these tend to get 
more implicit and ambiguous, e.g., when taking a closer 
look  at  Example  1,  we  can  infer,  because  of  the  topic 
continuation,  that  (30)  refers  to  (27),  and  similarly (32) 
to (30). Also, a use of the pronoun Du (you) (not in the 
example)  would  signal  a  direct  address  to  another  user 
and consequently to one of her previous posts, but based 
on its form alone it cannot be decided who the addressee 
actually  is.  Humans  no  doubt  often  infer  reply  relations 
by  understanding  and  interpreting  that  the  content  of  a 
message forms a reply, to some extent, to the content of 
a  specific  previous  message,  even  without  overt 
indicators. 

3. Default and overriding reply relations

Obviously,  linguistic  reply  markers  are  also  used  in 
CMC  genres  that  already  offer  a  formal  reply  strategy 
(technical  reply  or  indentation).  In  these  cases,  a 
linguistic  reply  marker  may  a.)  indicate  the  same  reply 
relation already marked  by  the  formal  reply  and  hence 
enforce it, b.) introduce an additional reply relation from 
the  same  post,  or  c.)  introduce  a  reply  relation  that 
overrides the  one  originally  introduced  by  the 
(apparently  erroneously  applied)  formal  reply  strategy. 
Especially in wiki talk, the latter case frequently occurs. 
Even though there are generally accepted conventions on 
how  to  reply  to  previous  postings,  not  all  users  follow 
them  and,  for  example,  stick  to  the  given  level  of 
indentation  (Laniado  et  al., 2011).  In  wiki  discussions, 
the  indentation  level  does  not  always  correspond  to  the 
interpretative addressing cues within a post, as illustrated 
in  Example  2.  Normally, a non-indented  post  can  be 
interpreted  as  another  initial  post  which  relates  to  the 
overall topic that is stated in the thread title (Laniado et 
al., 2011).  Analysing  linguistic  cues  of  reference  shows 
that this concept cannot be taken for granted in all wiki 
discussion threads, as in Example 2. 

Fehler bei Sprachgruppen 
Error in language groups 
73,80% sind deutscher 
Muttersprache!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  (nicht 
signierter Beitrag von 71.231.556.63 (Diskussion) 17:32, 
24. Aug. 2015 (CEST))
73,80%  are  German  native 
speakers!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! —Preceding 
unsigned comment added 71.231.556.63 (talk) 17:32, 24. 
Aug. 2015 (CEST)  
Nein,  das  stimmt  schon  so: 
http://www.gemeinde.bozen.it/servizi_context02.jsp?are
a=154&ID_LINK=3980 Weston (Diskussion)  09:52,  5. 
Sep. 2016 (CEST) 
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No,  it's  correct  as  it  is: 
http://www.gemeinde.bozen.it/servizi_context02.jsp?area
=154&ID_LINK=3980 Weston (talk)  09:52,  5.  Sep. 
2016 (CEST) 

Hi  IP,  wenn  du  mal  wieder  vorbeikommst: 
warst du 100 Jahre im Eis oder hast du Bozen 
mit  Südtirol  verwechselt?--Ophorlan !? 15:00, 
7. Nov. 2016 (CET)
Hi IP, just in case you stop by: did you spend 
100  years  in  the  ice  or  did  you  confuse 
Bolzano  with  South  Tyrol?--Ophorlan !?

15:00, 7. Nov. 2016 (CET) 

Example 2: Excerpt of the Wikipedia talk page to the 
article Bozen3. 

The  second  post  by Weston is  not  indented  but  still 
easily interpreted as a reaction to the previous post. The 
user reacts to the initial message posted by the IP address 
71.231.556.63. As  a  direct  reply  it  should  be  indented 
like  the  post  by Ophorlan. Not only does the indentation 
indicate that their post is a response to the initial post, but 
the addressing term Hi IP does this as well. This example
shows  that  there  are  indeed  differences  between  the 
formal  indentation  and  the  linguistic  cues  given  in the 
post. 
Apart  from  the  user,  the  technical  nature  of  a  certain 
platform,  for  example,  a  blog  platform,  can  set 
limitations.  Even  though  it  is  possible  that  an  initial 
comment  beneath  a  blog  post  can  trigger  a  large 
follow-up  discussion,  there  might  be  a limit  on 
(displayed)  indentation  levels  so  that  users  resort  to 
linguistic markers of address to signal the reply status of 
a message (Grumt Suárez et al., 2016). 

4. Annotation proposal
We  propose  that  a  CMC  annotation  scheme  provides 
different  annotation  strategies  for  annotating  a.)  the 
technical  reply  references  as  sketched  under  section  2.a 
above and documented in the protocols of email, Usenet, 
or  blog  comments,  b.)  the  indentation  structure  as 
represented  in  wiki text  markup  or  HTML  as  known 
from  wiki  talk  (section  2.b),  and  c.)  the  more 
interpretative  reply  structures  induced  by  linguistic 
markers  as  sketched  under  2.c. We  also  propose  a 
separate  annotation  layer  to  represent  the  interpretative, 
final  reply structure  at  a  more  abstract level,  which 
would combine reply relations of all three kinds.  
Our  proposal  adheres  to  the  TEI  Special  Interest  Group 
(SIG) on CMC, in which solutions for representing CMC 
corpus  documents  within  the  TEI  framework  have  been 
developed  either  by  defining  good  practices  for  using 
elements  from  the  regular  TEI, or  by  customising 
CMC-specific  new  elements  and  attributes  (Beißwenger 
et  al., 2016).  We  use  the  @replyTo  and  @indentLevel 
attributes  as  customised  by  the  TEI  CMC  SIG  for  the 
<post>  element,  as  well  as  grouped <link> elements
from the regular TEI.  
Remember  that  a  reply  relation  instance  always occurs 
between  a  post  and  a  previous  post  within  one  CMC 
interaction.  We  propose  to  encode  technical  reply 

3 https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diskussion:Bozen. 

relations  using  the  attribute  @replyTo  at  the  <post> 
element as customised in the CLARIN-D TEI schema for 
CMC (Listing 1).  

<post  synch="#t046"  who="#u012_waschke" 

xml:id="p007" replyTo="#p004"> 

Listing 1: Attributes of a post from a blog comment 
thread. 

We  propose  to  use  the  attribute  @indentLevel  at  the 
<post>  element  as  customised  in  the  CLARIN-D  TEI 
schema to represent all indentation structures in wiki talk 
(Beißwenger et al., 2016), regardless of whether they are 
to be interpreted as reply relations or not (Listing 3).  
Finally,  we  newly  propose  to  encode  and  collect  all 
interpreted reply  relations  (whether  based  on  technical 
reply, indentation, or linguistic markers) in the TEI header 
of  the  CMC  document  as  a  set  of  <link>  elements 
gathered  within  a  <linkGrp>.  According  to  the  TEI 
Guidelines, a <link> element quite generally “define[s] an 
association  or  hypertextual  link  among  elements  or 
passages”4.  A <link> implies a set of targets in its @target 
attribute, i.e. pointers to those elements in the text that are 
to be linked (always a pair of post IDs in our application) 
(Listing 2).  

<correspDesc type="replyRelations">

<linkGrp>

<link target="#p001 #h001" type="initial"/>

<link target="#p002 #p001" type="implied"/>

<link target="#p003 #p001" type="addressing"/>

</linkGrp>

</correspDesc>

Listing 2: Interpreted reply relations in the TEI header. 

<div type="thread">

<head  xml:id="h001">Fehler  bei 

Sprachgruppen</head>

<post  xml:id="p001"  who="#u001"  synch="#t001" 

indentLevel="0" decls="#cd001">

<p>73,80% sind deutscher 

Muttersprache!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

[...]</p></post>

<post  xml:id="p002"  who="#u002"  synch="#t002" 

indentLevel="0">

<p>Nein, das stimmt schon so [...]</p></post>

<post  xml:id="p003"  who="#u003"  synch="#t003" 

indentLevel="1">

<p><ref type="addressingTerm" 

target="#u001">Hi IP</ref>, wenn du mal 

[...]</p></post>

</div>

Listing 3: Part of the TEI document body for Example 2.

We argue that the right place for the links is a link group in 
the TEI header of the CMC document because firstly, it is 
nice to have all of them collected in one place, so that they 
can  be  easily  evaluated.  Secondly,  we  can  also type the 
abstract  reply  links  using  regular  TEI  means,  i.e.  the 

4 http://www.tei-c.org/release/doc/tei-p5-doc/de/html/ref- 
link.html. 
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@type attribute at the <link> element, such as to capture 
information about the source or reason of an interpreted 
reply relation; according to our examples, we suggest the 
possible values “technical”, “indentation”, “addressing”, 
“QA-relation”,  “quoting”,  and  “implied”  for  the  time 
being. Thirdly, the encoding via <link> references offers 
the  possibility  to  encode  multiple  reply  relations 
originating from one post if desired (e.g. Grumt Suárez et 
al., 2016), thus it has the potential to go beyond the proper 
tree  structure  of  threads.  Lastly,  <link>  references  can 
even  be  applied  to  represent  reply  relations  that occur 
between  other  parts  of  the  CMC  documents  than  posts, 
such as paragraphs within posts. 
We  propose  that  the  <linkGrp> could  go  in  the 
<correspDesc> element of the file description of the TEI 
header,  a  section  originally  introduced  to  include 
information about the addressing, sending and receiving 
actions  concerning  one  epistolary  document;  though  we 
are open to alternative suggestions for its placing.  

5. Conclusion and Prospects
Our  next  aim  is  to  implement  a  routine  that  will 
automatically  derive  interpretative  reply  relations  in 
Wikipedia talk pages. We think that this is a prerequisite 
for  annotations  for  higher  levels  of  interaction  analysis 
such  as  dialogue  acts  (Ferschke  et al., 2012),  or 
discussion trees (Laniado et al., 2011). 
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